Your application reported that Folson is currently undertaking a comprehensive update of the City Bikeway Master Plan. This update is an important step in continuing the many improvements that have occurred in recent years. As part of this plan Folson should ensure that the Plan addresses connectivity issues where residents and visitors may encounter high-stress gaps in your current network. The plan should clearly lay out goals for the City and how the City's network will serve people who bike of all ages and abilities.

- Clearly communicate progress on bicycle plans and other key metrics to inform citizens about the accomplishments and return on investment of improvements for bicycling and walking. Annual benchmarks or other dashboard-style reporting may help people see change in your community.
- Build upon the Gold Ridge Project Bike Smart program to provide more on-bicycle education opportunities. Providing bicycles in schools ensures that all students can learn to safely ride a bicycle regardless of the availability of a bicycle in their household.
- Ensure that there are bicycle education opportunities specifically for women, seniors, families and other specific demographic groups. By specifically targeting education opportunities to certain groups you can ensure that those groups are better reached and their specific concerns are addressed by the curriculum.
- The Johnny Cash Trail is a great signature trail for Folson. Continue to implement the trail plan and ensure that the trail integrates with the other parts of Folson's bicycle network.